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to agree on a candidate.   In this way there was still the danger
of schism and the opportunity for lay interference.
The Election Decree was the Council's greatest work, but Other
even apart from that it would have been important.
passed decrees to establish the independence not only of the
Papacy but of all the clergy from lay control. No one was
to receive a church from a layman, even as a free gift. Clergy
were not to be judged, or evicted from their churches, by
laymen, who were to surrender tithes or other Church dues
in their possession. The old decrees against simony and
clerical marriage were again repeated, and additional measures
were taken to enforce them. In future no one was to receive
ordination from a simoniacal bishop, and the laity were
forbidden to attend the mass of an " unchaste " (no longer
do they use the term " married ") priest. The object was to
obtain obedience to the decrees by isolating and ostracising
the offenders.
These papal manifestoes of its own and the Church's Peace with
independence were a courageous defiance of existing con-the Nonaan8
ditions. The reformed Papacy was, and knew itself to be,
in a precarious position. The death of Henry III had really
been a disaster for it as for the Empire; his co-operation
would have given it the necessary temporal backing.
Deprived of that assistance—and duke Godfrey proved a
feeble substitute—the Pope was forced to compromise with
the most formidable of his enemies, the Normans, to gain
the temporal support that was so necessary. After the great
Council of 1059 he went south, and in August met the Norman
leaders, Richard of Capua and Robert Guiscard, at MelfL
Richard was invested with the principality of Capua, Robert
with the duchies of Apulia, Calabria, and even Sicily. In
return they took an oath of fealty to the Pope, promising
their assistance to the Papacy, especially for the enforcement
of the Election Decree. Norman troops accompanied the
Pope back to Rome, and secured him from danger from the
Roman nobles.
The treaty of Melfi was one of the most important events The
in European history.   The alliance with the Normans gave significance
the Papacy the temporal assistance necessary to ensure its
independence, and at the same time the recognition of its
suzerainty over South Italy and Sicily.   This was perhaps

